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Keeping Up with Research . . . . No. 15
Report of
1974 Herbicide Dato
. OLIVERG. RUSS, Weed Control Research
Agronomist, Department of Agronomy
Contribution No. 1481, Department of Agronomy
The information in this report is to inform cooperators in industry,
colleagues at the University, producers, and other interested persons of
the results of the 1974 field evaluation of herbicides used to control
weeds in corn, grain sorghum, and soybeans. The information does not
constitute a recommendation or endorsement. Weed control suggestions
may be found in Report of Progress 222, "Chemical Weed Control in Field
Crops, 1975."
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Weed Control Research Plot Data
1. Location: Powhattan, Kansas Cooperator: _;::R:.:,-=E:.:,-=S=l;::o=a:.:nc- _
2. Soil: Texture Silty clay loam pH 6.0 Organic Matter __ =2.:.,.:.8 _
3. Planting: Date _--=5~/~8!.../!...74::...__Rate 18,600/A Depth 2,0"
4. Crop ::.Co::.r::.;n~.~ _ Variety __ -=T;::r;::0...j::a :n...::ll=9 _
5. Fertilizer Applied: N _---'1:::1:::8=-_ P __ 4.:.:2~ _ K_~O~ _
6. Seedbed Condition: (X) Excellent () Fair () Poor ()
7. Replications 3 Plot Size 10 ft x 30 ft
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre 30 Carrier: (X) Water ( ) Fert.
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated 5/18/74
Preemergent 5/8/74 Early Post 5/22/74
10. Precipitation after planting: 5/9 - ,33" 5/11 - .31"
5/14 - .16" 5/17-1.83" 5/18 - •61"
5/27 - .07" 5/28- .16" 5/31 - .01"
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating ; Weed Control Rating 9/16/74
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, etc.)
13. Date Harvested __ ...;1:::0"'/..=1"'6:.../.:..7.:.4 _
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc.)
Predominant weed species present were velvetleaf, foxtail spp, and
pigweed.
IS, Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.)
The Modown treatment caused leaf burning and a transverse band of pucker-
ing across the leaf. Moderate leaf burn and stunting was noted in the
plot treated with Lasso/Sencor, Bladex plus oil applied early post
caused slight leaf burning after application.
16. Summary: (Crop Yield)
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WHEN. BU. --------------------- CROP.-.
APPLIED PER A. BROACLEAF GRASSY I~JURY
------_._-----------------------------------------------_._------------------------
I. SUTA~ + BLADE X 3.0 + 1.2 PPI 8.1 9.7 9.2 0.02. LASSO + ATRU INE 2.5 + 1.5 PPI 9.4 9.5 9.2 0.03. ERADI CANF + ATRAlI "IE 4.0 + I •a PP I 12.2 9.B 9. B 0.04. SUTA~ + FOX 4 3.0 + .75 PPI 17.4 9.7 9.7 0.05. SUTAN + ATRAII~E 3.0 + 1.0 PPI 24.7 9.7 9.5 0.0
6. H 22214 + ATRAlI"IE 1 • ~ + 1.0 PRE 6.9 7.5 9.2 0.07. PROWL + ATRAIINE 1.5 + 1.0 PRE 9.7 8.3 8.3 0.08. ATRAIINE 2.4 PRE 10.5 9.2 8.5 0.09. PROWL 2.0 PR E 10.7 4.5 3.5 0.010. BLAOEX + HRAll~E 1.2 + 1.2 PRE 11.3 9.0 8.5 0.0
11 • LASSO 3.0 PR E 12.9 2.5 6.5 0.0
12. RA"IROO/ATRAIINE 4.14 PRE H.O 8.5 8.8 0.013. LORlH + LASSO 1.0 + 2.0 PRE 13. 1 7.0 9.2 0.014. LASSO + SENCOR 2.0 + .H5 PRE 13.8 9.7 9.7 6.0
15. ROWTA T[ + LA S SO 1.5 + 2.0 PRE 14.3 7.5 6.8 2.0
16. BLADEX 3.0 PRE 14.6 8.8 8.2 0.7
17. "IOD8WN + LASSO 1.5 + 2. o PRE 15.3 8.2 9.0 6.1lB. LASSO + ATRAIINE 2.0 + 1.5 PRE 16.2 9.3 9.5 0.019. PLADE X + LASSO 1.6 + 2.0 PRE 16. '.. 9.2 9.3 0.0
7.0. 8LAOEX + 1 GAL OIL 2.0 EP 9.9 9.5 9.3 4.721. LASSO + ATRAlINE 2.0 + 1.0 EP 13.0 9.7 9.5 0.022. OUTFOX 4L + 1 GAL OIL .15 EP 19.0 9.2 5.5 0.723. ATRAII~f + GAL. OIL 2.0 ER 20.1 9.8 9.5 0.0
24. HAND WFEO 9.4 10.0 9.1 0.0











* WHEN APPLIED: PRE
PPI
EP
ICO~PLETE COVERAGE AFTFR PLANTING)
(PREPLANT rNcnRPoRATED)
(EARLY PEST)
-. WEED CONTROL RATING: 10 - CO~PLETE CO~TROL
a - Nn CONTROL
-.- CliOP INJURy RATING: Ie - CI:~PLFTE KILL
C - NO INJURV
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Weed Control Research Plot Data
1. Location: Manhattan, Kansas Coopera tor: Oliver G. Russ
2. Soil: Texture Reading SL pH _...:6::';';.::5_Organic Matter _..::.2;.:•.::.5_
3. Planting: Date _--,5",,/;.::1.::.5-,-/-,-74-,-_ Rate 1 seed/8" Depth _..::.2;.:•..::0_"_
4. Crop .::C~o..::.r""n,-- _ Variety ~Pi=:0~n~e~e~r:.....:3~5.::.l!..-7_
5. Fertilizer Applied: N _-=10"'3=- _ P 46 K _--,=0,---' __
6. Seedbed Condition: (X) Excellent () Fair () Poor () _
7. Replications 3 Plot Size 10 ft x 30 ft
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre 20 Carrier: (X) Water ( ) Fer t ,
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated 5/8/74
Preemergent 5/16/74 Early Post 5/28/74
10. Precipitation after planting: 5/8 - .35" 5/9 - .50"
5/10 - .15" 5/14 - .62" 5/18- .10"
5/23 - .44" 5/25 - .50" 6/6 - .86"
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating Weed Control Rating 6/28/74
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, etc.) __
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc.)
13. Date Harvested ..::9'"-/.::.1:..:7.!.-/.:..7"-4 _
The plot area was overseeded with alfalfa seed screenings. The
predominant weed species present were pigweed, foxtail, crabgrass,
mustard, lambsquarter, ragweed, and carpetweed. Weed control was
adequate in all plots.
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.)
All early post treatments caused leaf burn right after application.
16. Summary: (Crop Yield)
Lack of precipitation during the grOWing season caused poor ear
formation and yield was determined by crop forage. The no treat-
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WHEN* TONS --------------------- CROP***
APPLIED PER A. BROADLEAF GRASSY INJURY
-----------------------_._------------------------------------------------------
1. SUTAN + ATRAlINE
2. ERAOICANE + ATRAlINE
3. LASSO + ATRAIINE
4. SUTAN + BLADEX
5. SUrAN + FIJX 4
6. PROWL
1. H 22234 + ATRAIINE
8. LASSO + ATRAIINE
9. RAMRDD/ATRAIINE
10. MODOWN + LASSO
11. BLAOEX + LASSO
17. ATRAZINE
13. ROWTATE + LASSO
14. BLAOEX + ATRAIINE
15. LASSO + SENCOR
16. PROWL + ATRAllNE
17. BLAOEX
IA. LASSO
19. LOROX + LASSO
20. ATRAllNE + GAL. OIL
21. BLAOEX + 1 GAL OIL
22. LASSO + ATRAllNE














1.5 + 1.0 PRE
2.0 + 1.5 PRE
4.14 PRE
1.5 + 2.0 PRe
1.6 + 2.0 PRE
2.4 PRE
1.5 + 2.0 PRE
1.2 + 1.2 PRE
































































































** WEEP CONTROL RATING:









10 - COMPLETE CONTROL
o - NO CONTROL
10 - COMPLETE KILL



















Weed Control Research Plot Data
No-Till
1. Location: Scandia Cooperator: R. J. Raney
2. Soil: Texture Silt loam pH 5.8 Organic Matter 2.1
3. Planting: Date 5-2 Rate 24,561 Depth 2.0"
4. Crop Corn Variety Pioneer 3388
5. Fertilizer Applied: N __ 1=.50..8=-__ P _--,2",0 _ K_--,,6 _
6. Seedbed Condition: () Excellent (X) Fair () Poor ()
7. Replications __ --=3=- _ Plot Size =.10=-.f::.;t::.....:x::.....:3-"0_f::.;t=-_
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre _.::2.::0,--_Carrier: (X) Water () Fert.
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated =-No::.;n=.e=- __
Preemergent --"5_-2=.-_7~4~ __ Early Post 5;<.-....:2::.:9:...-..!.7.:o4'--_
10. Precipitation after planting: May - 4.08 June - 2.27
July - 0.23 Aug. - 3.40 Sept. - 0.37
Total- 10.35"
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating _-,6~--,1~4,--Weed Control Rating 8-28-74
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, etc.) _
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc.)
13. Date Harvested -_.::.-::=---:-'---------------9-26-74
Weeds present:
some: pigweeds, foxtail, wild barley, crabgrass;smartweed, cocklebur, sunflower.
No cultivation; furrowed for irrigation June 14.
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.)
Crop injury noted 6-14-74 was stunting.
Irrigated: 6-21, 6-30, 7-9, 7-16, 7-24, 7-30. 20 inches total
water applied.













WHEN* BU. --------------------- CROP***
APPLIED PER A. BROADLEAF GRASSY INJURY
1• H 22234 + ATRAllNE 1.5 + 1. a PRE 129.3 9.0 8.0 5.0
2. LASSO + SENCOR 2.0 + .375 PRE 130.3 7.3 6.7 5.0
3. BLADE X 3.0 PRE 136.7 7.7 7.7 5.0
4. LASSO 3.0 PRE 139.7 9.3 9.3 0.0
5. PROWL 2.0 PRE 141.0 6.3 9.0 0.0
b. LASSO • ATRAllNE 2.0 + 1.5 PRE 142.0 <).3 8.7 0.0
7. PROWL + ATRAllNE 1.5 + 1.0 PRE 143.0 9.0 9.7 5.0
8. BLADEX + LASSO 1.6 + 2.0 PRE 144.0 9.7 9.7 0.0
9. ATRAllNE 2.4 PRE 149.3 8.0 9.7 0.0
10. LCJROX + LASSO 1.0 + 2.0 PRE 152.3 9.3 9.7 0.0
ll. ALAflEX + ATRAllNE 1.2 + 1.2 PRE 152.3 9.7 9.3 5.0
12. MOD OWN • LASSO 1.5 + 2.0 PRE 152.7 9.3 9.7 5.0n. RDWT ATF + LASSO 1.5 + 2.0 PRE 154.7 8.0 9.7 0.0
14. RAMROO/ATRAlINE 4.14 PRE 156.3 9.7 9.7 0.0
15. OUTFOX 4L + OllllGALl .75 EP 134.3 8.3 6.0 0.0
lb. LASSO + ATRAll NE 2.0 + 1.0 EP 147.7 8.0 8.7 0.0
17. BLADEX + DIll IGALl 2.0 EP 152.3 8.7 8.7 5.0
18. ATRAliNE + o ILlIGAL) 2.0 EP 159.0 7.7 7.3 0.0
19. HAND WEED 166.0 9.0 9.7 0.0











* WHEN APPLIED: PRE
EP
(COMPLETE COVERAGE IM~EDIATELY AFTER
(EARLY POSTt PLANTING)
10 - CD~PLETE CCNTROL
a - NO CO"lTROL
** WEED CONTROL RATING:
*** CROP INJURY RATING: 10 COMPLFTE KILL
o - NO INJURY
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Weed Control Research Plot Data
Conventional Tillage
1- Location: Scandia Cooperator: R. J. Raney
2. Soil: Texture Silty clay loam pH 5.8 Organic Matter 2.0
3. Planting: Date 5-2-74 Rate 24,561 Depth 2.0"
4. Crop Corn Variety NC+ 85 SX
5. Fertilizer Applied: N 1~5~8~ ___ P -'2::..::°'-- __ K -'6~ _
6. Seedbed Condition: () Excellent (X) Fair () Poor () _
7. Replications --=-3 _ Plot Size -=.10~f~t~x~3:::.0__=_ft~ _
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre __ ~2~0~__ Carrier: (X) Water () Fert.
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated ~5_-~1-_7~4~ _
Preemergent __ -=.5=-=.2-=7t..:.4:!- _ Early Post __ ....::.5-~2::.:9:..-..:.7.:.:4_
10. Precipitation after planting: May - 4.08 June - 2.27
July - 0.23 Aug. - 3.40 Sept. - 0.37
Total - 10.35"
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating 6-14-74; Weed Control Rating 9-17-74
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, etc.)
13. Date Harves ted --=9:..--:3:,::0:..-..:.7:::!.4 __
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc.)
Pigweed, kochia, foxtail, crabgrass. No cultivation: furrowed for
irrigation June 17.
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.)
Crop injury noted in some plots 6-14-74. Irrigated: 6-28, 7-10,
7-20, 7-31. 13.0 inches total water applied.













WHEN* BU. --------------------- CROP***
APPLIED PER A. RROAOLEAF GRASSY INJURY
1. LASSO + ATRAZINE 2.5 + 1.5 PPI 118. a 10.0 7.7 0.0
2. ERADICANE + ATRAZINE 4.0 + 1.0 PPI 118.3 9.3 8.0 0.0
3. SUTAN + URAl INE 3.0 + 1.0 pOI 119.7 10.0 7.0 0.0
4. SIJTAN + 8LAn Ex 3.0 + 1.2 PPI 127.3 10.0 5.7 0.0
5. SUTAN + ~OX 4 3.0 + .75 PPI 133.7 9.7 6.7 0.0
6. ,~onOWN + L AS SO 1.5 + 2.0 PRE 1C8. 0 9.7 B.7 1.7
7. LASSO + SENCOR 2.0 + .375 PRE 113.7 9.7 9.0 5.0
8. SLADEX + LASSr) 1. I> + 2.0 PRE 117.7 10.0 7.7 0.0
9. LASSr) + ATRAlINE 2.0 + 1.5 PRE 119.3 10.0 9.3 0.0
10. RAMROD/UR All NE 4.14 PRE 123.0 10.0 9.0 0.0
11• ROWT ATE + LASSO 1.5 + 2.0 PRE 124.0 9.3 8.3 0.0
12. LASSO 3.0 PRE 125.3 10.0 9.3 0.0
D. ATR AlINE 2.4 PRE 125.3 10.0 7.0 0.0
14. PROWL + ATRAZINE 1.5 + 1.0 PRE 128.0 10.0 9.3 0.0
15. H 22234 + ATRAlINE 1.5 + 1.0 PRE 133.3 10.0 9.0 0.0
16. SlADEX 3.0 PR E 135.0 10.0 9.7 0.0
17. lOROX + LASSO 1.a + 2.0 PRE 146.7 10.0 9.7 0.0
18. Rl ADEX + ATRAlINE 1.2 + 1.2 PRE 151. 7 10.0 9.7 0.0
19. PROWL 2.0 PRJ' 151.7 10.0 9.3 0.0
20. LASSO + ATRAZINE 2.0 + 1.0 EP 101.3 10. a 0.7 0.0
21. fllAOEX + 1 GAl all 2.0 EP 110.0 9.3 7.0 5.022. OUTFOX 4L + 1 GAL OIL .75 EP 118.7 10.0 1.3 0.0
23. ATRAlINE + GAL. all 2.0 EP 121.3 10.0 2.7 0.0
7.4. HANf) WEED 100.7 10.0 9.0 0.0














(COMPLETE COVERAGE jMNEUlATElY AFTER
(EAPlY PCST I
PLANTING)
** WEEn CONTROL RATING: 10 - COMPLETE CONTROL
a - '10 CONnOL
*** CROP INJURY RATING: lC - CCMPLETE KILL
C - 'J(J INJURY
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Weed Control Research Plot Data
Herbicide Performance
Corn
2. Soil: Texture Eudora SL pH _--,-7,,-,5,--_ Organic Matter __ 1=.0,,--_
1. Location: Topeka Cooperator: Neil Humburg and L. S. Axthelm
3. Planting: Date _...:.4'l../.=2",4/,-,7c:4~Rate 19,100 pl/A-6/l/74 Depth _~2'_' _
4. Crop -"C"'o-"r"'n=-- _ Var iety __ -"P.:i~0",ne:e",e""r_"v",a""r.:.•....::.33 '6"'9:.:A '- _
5. Fertilizer Applied: N _-=2",3",,0 _ Zn -l!L
6. Seedbed Condition: (X) Excellent () Fair () Poor ()
7. Replications 3 P10t Size .::.4_",ro"-w::.s,,-.>.(3,,,0,,-'~')'-'x:......:3"'0:......:f:..:t=--_
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre _-=2",0__ Carrier: (X) Water () Fer t ,
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated __-24L/~24",/,-,7c:4~ _
Preemergen t _-24L/~24",/,-,7c.:4~ __ Early Post ---::.5!-/2"'2"'/....:.7....:.4_
10. Precipitation after planting: 4/28-0.05 4/29-1.56 4/30-T 5/l-T 5/2-T
5/17-0.13 5/18-0.01 5/l9-T
5/4-0.02 5/9-0.22 5/10-0.73 5/11-0.04 5/13-0.97 5/14-0.02 5/16-0.11
5/21-0.37 5/23-0.29 5/25-0.14
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating 6/1/74; Weed Control Rating _....:::.6/!-1:;/'-'7c:4~_
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, etc.) Ht: 16"
13. Date Harvested ___
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc.) Area in weeds in the
summer of 1973. Uniform weed infestations in 1974 with dense stands of
foxtail and crabgrass, and a moderate to heavy stand of sunflowers. Light
stands of pigweed and lambsquarter made ratings on these less accurate.
Some grass in tractor wheel tracks escaped control in plots treated with
Sutan+- and Eradicane-triazine combinations (the sprayer boom was in front
of the tractor drive wheels). Early postemergent (weeds 1-2") treatments
were not satisfactory; herbicides were applied at 6-7:00 pm with rain
several hours later.
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting,-chlorosis, etc ,)
Rated for foliar injury. There was severe corn injury from Sencor _
stunting, chlorosis, leaf burn, and killed plants - as the rate was too
high for a low OM soil. There was height reduction and chlorosis from
Bladex for the same reason. Rowtate reduced height slightly. ~bdown leaf
injury (necrotic band) was very slight. Early-post treatments of atrazine,
Lasso + atrazine and Bladex caused injury, whereas injury from early-post
Outfox was negligible.
16. Summary: (Crop) Dryland. Increased vigor and darker green foliage were
observed in plots having the following treatments: Eradicane + AAtrex,
Sutan+ + AAtrex, Sutan+ + Fox 4, Prowl, and Prowl + AAtrex. Zinc defici-
ency symptoms on corn were evident during the first 5 weeks after planting _












WHEN* BU. --------------------- CRJP**-
APPLIED PER A. BRfJADLEAF GRASSY INJURY
---- -_._--- --- ---- ----------- --- ------ --------- --_.- -------- ------ ---- ----- --- -----
1. SUTAN + ATRAllNE ~.O + 1.0 PPI 73.0 10.0 9.3 0.0
2. SUTAN + BLAoEX ~.O + 1.2 PPI 88.3 <J.O 9.0 0.0
3. SUTA"I + FOX 4 3.0 + .75 PPI 1n.1 10.0 9.3 1.0
4. ERADI CANE + ATRAllNE 4.0 + 1.0 PPI I15.3 10.0 9.~ 0.3
5. LASSO + ATRAllNE 2.5 + 1.5 PPI 131.0 10.0 8.1 0.7
6. LASSO 3.0 PRE 17.3 /'.3 9.0 0.3
7. MOoOWN + LASSO 1.5 + 2.0 PRE 32.~ 5.1 1.1 0.1
8. LASSO + SENCOR 2.0 + .315 PRE 45.0 9.1 9.0 7.0
9. PROWL 2.0 PRE 50.1 4.0 8.7 0.0
10. ROWTA TE + LASSO 1 .5 + 2.0 PRE H.l 8.1 B.O 1.3
11• LOROX + LASSO 1.0 + 2.0 PRE 85.7 8.3 9.0 0.0
12. BLADE X + ATRAllNE 1.2 + 1.2 PRE <J0.7 10.0 9.7 1•3
13. LASSO + ATRAllNF 2.0 + 1.5 PRE 93.7 10.0 10.0 0.1
14. ATRAllNE 2.4 PRE <J9.0 10.0 10.0 0.3
15. BLADE X + LA 550 1.6 + 2.0 PRE <J<J.1 10.0 9.0 0.0
16. BLAoEX 3.0 PRE 111.3 10.0 9.0 1.3
17. RAMROD/ATRAlINE 4.14 PRE 111.0 10.0 9.3 0.0
18. H 22234 + ATRAlINE 1.5 + 1.0 PR E 117.3 10.0 9.3 0.0
19. PROWL + AIRAlINF 1.5 + 1.0 PRE 124.3 10.0 9.3 0.0
2O. LASSO + ATRAllNE 2.0 + 1.0 EP 62.1 9.3 4.0 4.1
21. ATRAlINE + GU. OIL 2.0 EP 78.0 10.0 3.7 3.7
22 • BLADE X + 1 GAL OIL 2.0 EP 81.0 8.7 7.1 4.3
23. OUTFOX 4L + 1 GAL OIL .15 EP 90.0 8.7 5.1 0.7
24. HAND IIEEO 20.3 10.0 10.0 0.0
25. "10 TREATMENT 17.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST AVERAGES









------ ---------------- --- ----- --_._----- ------ ----- --- -------- ----_._--- ----- -----
* WHE"I APPLI EO: PRE
PPI
FP
(CC~PLETE CGVERAGE AFTER PLANTINGl
(PREPLANT INCORPORATED)
IEAQLY POST l
** WEFn CONTROL R~TING: 10 - COMPLETE ceNTROL
o - WI CO~TROL
.** CROP INJURY RATING: 10 - COMPLETE �ILL
o - NO INJURY
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Weed Control Research Plot Data
1. Location: Manhattan, Kansas Coopera tor: _~O~l:.;!i~v~e:tr~G~.~R:=u.:::s.:::s_
2. Soil: Texture Reading SL pH 6.5 Organic Matter _=2~.~5__
3. Planting: Date 5/7/74 Rate 1 seed/8" Depth 2"
4. Crop Corn Variety Pioneer 3517
5. Fertilizer Applied: N 103 P 46 K 0
6. Seedbed Condition: (X) Excellent ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ()
7. Replications 3 Plot Size 10 ft x 30 ft
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre 20 Carrier: (X) Water ()Fert.
• 5/6/749. Date Herbicide Applied: Prep1ant Incorporated
Preemergene Early Post
10. Precipitation after planting: 5/8 - .35" 5/9 - .50"
5/10 - .15" 5/14 - .62" 5/18 - .10"
5/23 - .44" 5/25 - .50" 6/6 - .86"
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating _ Weed Control Rating _.!..7!.../1~/,-,7,-=4~_
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, etc .) _
13. Date Harvested N~o~h~a~r::..v~e"'s~t~ _
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc.)
Plot area was overseeded with wild cane. Predominant weed species
present were wild cane, foxtail spp., sunflower, and ve1vet1eaf.
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.)
No apparent crop injury occurred from herbicide treatments.
16. Summary: (Crop Yield)












W4EN* 8U. --------------------- CROP*.-
APPL lED PE~ A. BRflADLEAE GRASSY INJURY
---- -------- ---- ---- -- ---- -- ------- ----- --- ------------ ------ ----- ------------ ----
I• ERACICANE .. ATRAlINE 4.0 • 1.0 PP I O.C Q.3 6.3 0.0
2. ERADICANE • ATRAlINE 6.0 • 1.0 PPI 0.0 9.9 6.8 0.0
:~. ERADICA",E • BLAOEX 4.0 • 2.0 PP I O.C Q.8 9.7 0.04. EPAD ICANE • RLADEX 3.0 • 1.5 PPI 0.0 10.0 10.0 0.05. ERADICANE 4.0 PPI O.C 8.1 3.9 Q.Q
6. 5lJTAN • ATRAlINE 4.0 • 1.0 PP ( 1.0 9.3 1.7 0.0
1. SUTAN • RLADE X 4.0 • 1.0 PPI o , o 8.7 8.l 0.0R. eLAOEX 3.0 PPI 0.0 10.0 6.7 0.0
9. AVAOEX 4.0 PPI 0.0 5.7 8.5 J.O
10. AVADEX • LASSO 2.0 • 2.0 PPI 0.0 9.0 7.7 0.0
II. LASSO 4.0 PPI 0.0 8.8 1.2 0.0
12. PREFOX 4.0 QT. PPI 0.0 9.8 1.2 0.0
13. EPTA'" + ATRAlINE 4.0 • 1.0 PPI 0.0 9.5 9.7 0.0
14. NO TPEAT~ENT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0












• WHEN APPLIEO: PPI (PREPLA~T I~CCPPCRATEDI
** W FED CONT ROL RA liNG: 10 - COMPLETE CCNTRCL
a - NC CCNTROL




1. Location: Rossville Cooperator: N. E. Humburg & L. S. Axthelm
Weed Control Research Plo t Data
CHEMICAL CONTROL OF WILD CANE IN CORN - 1974
2. Soil: Texture Eudora silt loam pH 5.8 Organic Matter 1.9%
3. Planting: Date _4~/..::2e::.6/!...7'-.;4,-- Rate 23,000 plants/A Depth __ :.2_" _
4. Crop Corn planted on 30" ridges Variety _~P.:i~o~n~e~e"'r~v~ar~..c3::.;3~6~9~A"___
5. Fertilizer Applied: N 225 lb/A P205 40 lb/A K20 30 lb/A
6. Seedbed Condition: () Excellent (X) Fair () Poor () Dry, loose
7. Replications ..:4'----_ Plo t Size __ .::4_rt:o~w~s~(1.:3~0:""".L).cx~1t:0~0,,---,f,-,t=___
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre _.;:;3.;:;0,-_Carrier: (X) Wa ter () Fert •
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated __ ....::;4!.../2::;5::./...:7.c4=-- _
Preemergent __ Early Post _
10. Precipitation after planting: 4/29 - 0.45" 4/30 - 0.90" 5/ 9 - 0.34"
5/10-0.55" 5/11-0.04" 5/14-1.10" 5/17-1.41" 5/24-0.28" 5/26 - 0.20"
6/4 - T 6/ 5-0.04" 6/ 6-1. 76" 61 7-0.76" 6/ 9-0.98" 6/11 - 0.52"
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating 6/24/74; Weed Control Rating __ ~6!.../2:::4",,/..:7..:4,----__
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, etc.) _-""c~0:::rn~h~e::;i~g~h~t=__=_4~.5"___'f~t=____
13. Date Harvested -'-- _
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc.) The area, with a
natural infestation of wild cane, was overseeded with wild cane giving a
dense, uniform stand. Stands of other weed species (including pigweed,
ivyleaf morningglory, climbing milkweed, smartweed, foxtail spp. and crab-
grass) were too sparse for control ratings. Rain with wind reduced the
height of ridges which exposed untreated sailor diminished the amount of
treated soil in the corn rows. Wild cane was controlled between rows (in
furrows) by all treatments except Bladex and Prefox. Refurrowing to move
herbicide-treated soil to the base of corn plants would have improved'con-
trol of wild cane. Wild cane plants averaged 2 ft in height in herbicide-
treated plots; height of wild cane in untreated plots was the same as cornplants.
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15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.)
Rated for foliar injury. The only apparent injury was some reduction of
corn height in plots treated with Bladex or Bladex combinations. The
field was leveled for irrigation in 1972; soil irregularities persist,
which would influence susceptibility to certain herbicides. Chlorosis
was not observed when corn was 8-12" tall.
16. Summary: (Crop) Irrigated study. Normal crop growth to date.











WHFN* BlI. --------------------- CROP***
APPL lEO P~'~ A. BROADLEAF GRASSY INJURY
---- --------- ------- --------_._- ------- ----- ----- ------- ---------_._-- -------- -----
I• BLAnEX 3.0 PPI 76.C 'l.1 7. I c.o
2. PREF OK 4.0 QTS PPI so , B 'l.2 6.5 0.0
3. VERNA" • ArRAlI'H- 4.0 • 1.'0 PPI IC 1.0 'l.3 8.B 0.04. SlJTAN • BLADO 4.0 • 2.0 PPI 106.0 8.'l 8.6 0.05. vr:RIIIAM • BLADn 4.0 • 2.0 PPI 1l0.0 9.7 9.1 0.0
6. ERAIlICANE • ATRUINF 6.0 • 1.0 PPI 113.3 'l.5 9.4 0.0
1. "RADICANE .. !lLADEK 4.0 • 2.0 PPI 113.8 'l.5 9.4 0.08. SUTAN • ATRAZ INE 4.C • I.e PPI 114.3 9.2 8.6 0.0'l. "RADICANE .. ATRAlINE 4.0 • I. a PPI 1z t , 0 'l.7 ~.2 0.0











* WHfN APPLlFI): PFI (PRFPlA~T I~CCRPcRATfrl
** WFE~ CONTROL RATING: 10 - CO~PLETF CCNTROl
o - ~o cnTROl
*** CROP INJURY RATING: IC - CC~PLETE KILL
C - NO I"lJlIRY
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Weed Control Research Plot Data
1. Location: Manhattan, Kansas Coopera tor: Oliver G. Russ
2. Soil: Texture Reading SL pH 6.5 Organic Hatter 2.5
3. Planting: Date 5/22/74 Rate 10 beans/ft row Depth 2.0"
4. Crop Soybeans Variety Williams
5. Fertilizer Applied: N 103 P 46 K 0
6. Seedbed Condition: (X) Excellent ( ) Fair ()Poor ( )
7. Replications 3 Plot Size 10 ft x 30 ft
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre _-=2",0_ Carrier: (X) Water () Fert.




5/23 - .44" 5/25 - .50"
6/7 - 1.35" 6/8 - 1.55"
6/13 - .32" 7/4 - .45"
7/2/74; Weed Control Rating 7/2/74
10. Precipitation after planting:
6/11 - .48"
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, e tc ,) _
13. Date Harvested __ __'l::.;0::..!/....:9"-/~7__'4 _
14. Swnmary: (Weed Control - predominant species, ecc .)
The plot area was overseeded with alfalfa seed screenings. The
predominant weed species present were pigweed, foxtail spp.,
crabgrass, mustard, lambsquarter, ragweed, and carpetweed. Poor
weed control was noted from all dinitroaniline compounds when not
used in combination.
All herbicide treatments containing Sencor caused moderate stunting
and leaf burn. Beans on plots treated with Sencor plus Antor
showed the greatest herbicide injury. Beans were slow to emerge
with plots treated with Vernam, Cobex and Lasso plus Bladex.
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.)
16. Summary: (Crop Yield)






MA~~HTAN------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LAS. WEED CO~TR(1l RATlNG**
A. r , WHFN* BU. --------------------- CROP***NO. TREATMENT PFR A. APPLIED PER A. ~ROACLEAF GRASSY I'JJURY---- ---------- --- --- -- -_._--------- ------------ -- ------------- ------------ ---- ----
I• PlANAVIN I.e PPl n.7 c.e 7.7 0.0
2. TOlPAN • BRG'IEX 1.0 • 1.5 PPl 41.1 4.3 8.8 0.01. U1BEX .5 PPI 41.5 5.8 8.7 0.0
4. TOLBA'I I.a PPI 41.4 3.8 9.2 0.0
5. TREF LAN 1.a PP I 45.8 5.7 9.5 0.0
6. VERNAM ~.o PP I ~o.o 7.1 9. C 0.07. TRFFLAN • PASG'I.IEPl .75 • .75 PPI 51.5 7.0 8.8 0.0R. TREFlAN • SENcn~ .75 • .17 PPI ~3.4 8.7 9.0 0.29. TREFLA'I • SENCOR(PPEI .75 • .5 PPI 58.9 9.7 10.0 0.0
10. SOYEX 4.5 PRE 44. 7 6.5 7.7 0.0
II. H 12214 • SENOJR 1.5 • .375 PRE ')0.7 8.8 ~.5 1.312. lASSO 2.5 P~E ')1•1 6.8 9.3 0.013. lASSO • MAUJRAN 1.5 • I.5 PRF 51.8 7.2 8.7 0.014. SENe OR .5 PR,F ~3.6 903 ~.5 2.B
15. SURFLAN • SE'lCI1R 1. C • .37!j PR E Ij3.7 9.7 9.2 I.316. lA SSO • SENCOR 1.5 • .375 PRE ')4.a 8.8 ~.7 0.011. SOYFX • SENCOR 3.0 • .175 PQF ')4.2 H.8 9.2 0.018. lASSO • LOROX 1.5 • 1.0 PR,E ')4. It 8.2 8.8 0.019. lASSO • PASGN.IEPl 2.5 • .75 PRE 54.7 9.5 q.3 0.0
20. lASSO + MODOWN 1.5 • 1.5 PRE 55.0 7.8 9.0 0.021. lASSO • BLADE x I.5 • I.5 r~F <;8.2 8.7 9.2 0.2
22. A'4EX 820 • SFN[rlR 1.5 • • ~ 7 5 PPl 44.4 9.2 8.5 0.2
23. AMIBF"J 3.0 PRE ~4. 4 A.5 g.l) 0.0
24. HAND "EE~ 56. I) 8.5 9.5 0.025. NO TREATMENT o,a 0.0 o.n 0.0---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST AVERACES 'e.c 7.2 H.l 0.2L.S.O. I.15) 7.5 1. I 0.5 0.6-------------- --- -_._--- _.- --:-- ---- ---- ------------ --------- ----- ------------ --------
* WHFN APPLl FD: PRr
rPI
EP
ICO'PLETE CCVERAGE AFTER PLANTING)
(PREPLANT INCORPORATED)
(EARLY POST)
** WEED CeNTROL RATING: Ie - CC·PLFTF CCNTROl
C - q C et,nOL
*** CROP I~JURY RATING: In - (r~rl FTE KfLl.
e - NC I~,JURY
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Weed Control Research Plot Data
1. Location: Powhattan, Kansas Cooperator: R. F. Sloan
2. Soil: Texture Silty clay loam pH 6.0 Organic Matter 2.8
3. Planting: Date 5/23/74 Rate 7011/A Depth 2.0"
4. Crop Soybeans Variety Williams
5. Fertilizer Applied: N a P a K a
6. Seedbed Condition: (X) Excellent ()Fair ()Poor ()
7. Replications 3 Plot Size 10 ft x 30 ft
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre 20 Carrier: (X) Water ( ) Far t ,
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated =-5/!...;2~3'!./..!.7.::!4~·_
Early Post __ ....;6~/c.:5~/..!.7.::!4~ _Preemergent __ -=-5!...;/2~3~/..!.7.::!4_
10. Precipitation after planting: 5/27 - .07" 5/29 - .16"
5/31 - .01" 6/6 - .65" 6/7 - .34"
6/8 - 2.85" 6/9 - .10" 6/10 - .05"
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating 6/17/74; Weed Control Rating _--,9~/~1~6:L/.!..7:!.4_
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, etc.)
13. Date Harvested __ -,1~O:L/=-3/!....7!.:.4!- _
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc ,)
Predominant weed species present were velvetleaf, foxtail spp. and
pigweed.
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.)
All herbicide treatments containing Sencor caused moderate stunting and
leaf burn. Beans on plots treated with Vernam, Cobex, and Soyex caused
moderate soybean injury.
16. Summary: (Crop Yield)








LBS. WEED CCNT ROL RAT ING*'"
A. I • wHEN* BU. --------------------- CROP"'*'"
NO. TR EA T~ENT PER A. APPL [ED I' ER A. BROADLEAF GRASSY INJURY---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1• CCBEX .5 1'1'1 19.6 t.O 8.7 0.0
2. TR EFLAN 1.a 1'1'1 21. I 6.7 9.8 0.0
3. TIlLBAN + BROM EX I.a + 1.5 1'1'1 21.6 8.B G.3 0.0
4. T(1L~AN 1.0 1'1'[ 22.5 5.8 9.3 0.0
5. TREFLAN + SENCORIPREI .15 + .5 1'1'1 23.3 9.1 9.8 4.0
6. pLANAVIN 1.a 1'1'1 23. B 9.0 8.8 0.0
1. TREFLAN + SE NC DR .75 • .31 1'1'1 24. (J 10.0 9.8 2.78. V ER NA" 3.0 1'1'1 24.8 10.0 'l.o 2.0
9. TREFLAN • BASGN.(EpJ .15 • .15 1'1'[ 25.7 8.8 'l.8 0.0
10. SENCOR .5 PI'E 18.9 10.0 9.7 1.3
II• H 22234 • SENCOR 1.5 • •-i75 PRE 19.3 10.0 9.3 6.712. SURFLAN • SENCOR 1.0 • .175 PRE 20.5 10.0 9.8 6.013. LASSO + eLAOEX 1.5 • 1.5 PRE 20.6 9.2 9.0 0.014. LASSO + LOROX I.5 • 1.0 PRE 21.3 7.7 8.3 0.0
15. LASSO 2.5 PRE 2l.8 9.5 9.3 0.0
16. LA SSD + MODOW'I 1.5 • 1.5 PRE 23.3 8.8 8.2 4.117. LASSO + MALOR AN 1.5 • 1.5 PI'E 23.8 8.5 8.5 0.018. SOYE x • SENeOR 3.0 • .175 PRE 24.9 B.8 7.3 2.719. LASSO + RASGN.(EP) 2.5 • •.5- PRE 25. 3 8.5 8.0 0.0
20. LASSO + SENCOR 1•5 • .31<; PRE 25.5 9.5 8.3 2.021. SOYEX 4.5 PRE 21.0 5.8 4.5 4.7
22. A"EX 820 • SENCOR I.5 • .315 I'l'l 21.8 10.0 9.3 2.1
23. A"IBEN 3.0 PQ E 24.7 8.1 9. _~ 0.024. HAND WFFO 22.4 9.8 9.8 0.0










1.2---- ----- ----- -- - - ------- - -_._._- -- --- - --- ----- --- _._------- --_._------- ----- --------
* WHEN APPll f(): PR~ (COMPlETF COVERAGE AFTER
PPI (PREPLANT [NCOFPORATEO)
FP IEAKLY POST 1
PLANTINGI
"'* WFE!) CONTROL RATING: Ie - CC~PLETF CCNTROL
C - ~c ceNnel
.*. CROP INJURY FATING: 10 - CO"PLFTF KILL
C - ~C II\JURY
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Weed Control Research Plot Data
Charles KnightCoopera tor:1. Location: Ottawa, Kansas
Organic Matter __2 . So11 : Tex ture __ -'"'Si"'c::;:lo.-_ pH --
Rate 6011/ A Depth __ -=1'-'.';;<.5_3. Planting: Date 6/4/74
Varie ty -"C"'o:=l"'UJn=b"'u"'s_4 • Crop ""S"'o~y"'b""e"'a::.ns"___
5. Fertilizer Applied: N 0,,-- _ P __ ...:.0,---_ K __ -"O__
6. Seedbed Condition: (X) Excellent () Fair () Poor ()
7. Replications ~3~ __ Plot Size ...;1:::;0~f::ct~x'_.:::5~0...;f:.t=__
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre __ =2=0 _ Carrier: (X) Water () Fert.
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated ~6~/~4/~7~4~ __
Early Post -=-7:...:/1::.:6:..:./...:.7-'4__Preemergent 6::.:/...;4~/~7...:.4_
10. Precipitation after planting: 6/5 - .10" 6/6 - 1.40"
6/7 - .24" 6/11 - .50"6/8 - 1.58" -_-':::"!'-'=--=---
7/3 - .28" 8/6 - 1.40" ---------
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating _ Weed Control Rating __ =1.=1!..;/3",,/,-,7...:;4~
12. Crop Maturity (S11king, 50% headed, etc.) _
13. Date Harves ted -=1:;:1:.!-/.=:2.=:2<../7~4"-- _
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc.)
All plots were overseeded with alfalfa screenings at planting time.
Grasses did not seem to be a problem this year. Predominant weed
species were venice mallow, prickly sida, and pigweed.
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.)
The first planting washed out due to heavy rains and the second
planting was very slow to emerge due to dry weather. An uneven
stand was obtained but this appeared to be moisture stress rather
than chemical injury.
16. Summary: (Crop Yield)
Plot yields were low and variable due to a poor stand of beans.
Dry weather delayed maturity and many plants probably would not




�A,~SAS STAn U'IIVERS lTV





_._-- - --- ---- ---- _.- ------- --- ---- --- -- ------- ------- --- -- ---- -------- -_._----- - ----
LAS. WFEO CeNTReL RATINr,**
A. I • WHE~J* AU. --------------------- CKOP***
NO. TREAT~ENT PER A. APPl! ED PEP A. BROADLI'AF GRASSY INJIIRY---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1• TREFLAN • SE"ICORIPPFI .75 • .5 PPI 19.7 9.7 10.0 0.02. TPEFLAN 1.0 pOI 20. o A.O 10.0 0.0
1. TREFLAN • SENCoP .75 • .H PPI 20.3 9.0 9.3 0.04. T'JLAAN • APO"l EX 1.0 • 1.5 PPI lD.9 7.3 9. t 0.05. PLANAVIN 1.0 PPI 21.1 7.3 8.0 o .0
6. TR EFLAN • HASGN.IEP) .75 • .75 PP I 21.5 6.7 9.3 0.07. COI3EX .5 PPI 21. A 13.3 10.0 0.0
8. VERNA'I 3.0 PPI 22.6 B.3 9.3 0.0
9. TOLBAN 1.0 PPI 23.9 ".3 7.3 0.0
10. LASSO 2.5 PR E 20. 3 6.7 9.0 0.0
11. LASSO • SENCOR 1.5 • .375 PRE 20.8 '1.3 9.7 0.012. LASSO • LORO X 1.5 • 1.0 PRE 20. q 9.0 10.0 0.011. SE"ICOR .5 PR E 20.9 10.0 s , '1 0.0
~
14. LA SS8 • "I~LoPAN 1•5 • 1.5 PRE 21.3 8.7 9.3 0.0
15. SURFLAN • SENCl1P l.O • .375 PR E 21.4 8.7 9.3 0.016. LASSO • '1)00101"1 1.5 • 1.5 PPE 21 • " 7.3 8.0 0.0.1 7. LASSO • 8ASGN. (EP I 2." • .75 PRE 21. 13 9.0 9.3 0.0
18. S'lYEX 4.5 p c E 21.9 6.7 8.0 0.019. LASSO • BLAOEX 1.5 • 1.5 PPE 22. 1 8.3 9.3 0.0
20. H 22234 • SE NCOI' 1.5 • .375 PR E 22.4 9.7 10.0 0.021. SO YE X • SENC PR 3.0 • .375 PRC 22.7 9.0 10.0 0.0
22. A"1E X 820 • SE'IC'lR 1 .5 • .375 PPI 23.7 g.3 10.0 0.0
23. AM[flEN 3.0 PK E 20.5 8.0 7.7 iJ • ()












---- -- --- -- -- --- - --- ----- --- ----- -- ----- - ---- - - -- - -- -- -_._- -- - --- - -- ------ --- - -- --
* WHE'I UPLlED: lC["PLETE COVERAGE AFTER PLANTINGl
(PRFPLANT I~CORPOPATErl
(FARLY PCST!
** wFEO CONTKOl RATING: 10 - cr,MPLETF ceNTROL
C - WI CONTROL.*. CROP INJIJRY "AT I'll;: 10 - COMPLETE K TLL
0- NO INJI:RY
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4. Crop ~S~0z.yb~e~a~n~s~_ Variety C~u~t~1~e~r~7.:O.l _
P 20 K_~6 _
Weed Control Research Plot Data
1. Location: Belleville, Kansas Cooperator: R. J. Raney
2. Soil: Texture ----'S~i~l~t:....=l::::o~am~__ pH 7.1 Organic Matter 1.8
3. Planting: Date 5-31-74 Rate 8 seeds/ ft Depth __ .=2_" _
5. Fertilizer Applied: N__ ~1~6~__
6. Seedbed Condition: () Excellent (X) Fair () Poor ()
7. Replications ~3 _ Plot Size 10' x 30'
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre 20 Carrier: (X) Water ( ) Fert.
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated 5-31-74
Preemergent 5-31-74 Early Post
10. Precipitation after planting: June - 2.27 July - 0.23
Aug. - 3.40 Sept .- 0.37 Oct. - 1.76
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating ,;Weed Control Rating 9-18-74
12. Crop Maturity (Si1king, 50% headed, etc.) Frost 9-2 and 10-15
13. Date Harvested ..:!1~0c:-.:O.1~6:::.-!.::74 _
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc.)
Pigweed, kochia, foxtail, crabgrass
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.)
None observed - 9-18-74








------------- --- - --- -- --- --- -"---- -- -- - ------ --- -- ----_._---------- --- ----- --- --- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
LB S. wEEr, CCURCL RATING--
A. I • WHEN- HI). --------------------- CROP--_NO. TREAT~ENT PER h • APPllFO PER A. BRO AOI EAE GR ASS Y 1~!JURY-------- ---- ------------- -------- ---- ---------_._- ---------------- ------------ ----
I. TREHAN 1.0 PPI 20.6 2.3 8. 3 C.O2. (OBEX .5 PPI 21. 7 2.7 8.7 0.03. PLAIIIAVIN I.0 pOl 22.3 2.C 8.7 0.04. TREEIAN + SENcrp .75 + .17 PPI 23.q 5.0 G.3 0.05. VERIIIAM ~.O POI 24.2 7.0 8. "3 0.0
~' 6. TREHAN + SE"lCORIPRE I .75 + •5 PPI .'4.2 6.0 8.3 0.0I
1. o PPI 24.9 4.7 B.O 0.1)t 7. TOLBAN8. TREFIAN + RASGN.1FPI .15 + .15 PPI 25.1 6.0 9.3 0.09. TOLRAN + RRO-"EX 1. o + 1. '; PPI .? 5. 9 5.3 8.7 0.0
10. USSO + PA~GN.(EPI 2.5 + .75 PRE 24.1 g.7 s, 3 0.0
11 • LASSO + ~OO(1WN 1.5 + 1.5 PRE 25.3 9.3 9.0 0.012. LASSO 2.5 PRE 25.5 8.7 9.0 0.1)13. SaVE X 4.5 PPE 25.5 2.7 8.7 0.014. H 22234 + SENClJR 1.5 + .375 PRF ?S. 8 ~.7 10.0 0.0
15. LASSO + SFNCOR 1. 5 + .375 PRE 26.9 7.7 10.0 0.016. LhSSO + 81 ADB 1.5 + 1.5 pOE 27.0 7.7 9.3 0.017. SURFLAN + SEIIICfJR 1.0 + .375 PRE 27 .1 B.7 lC.O 0.018. SOYEX + SF'ICOR 3.0 + . ns PRE ?7 .4 B.O 9.0 0.019. LASSO + IOPrlX 1.5 + 1.0 PRE 27.7 7.7 ~.7 0.0
20. LASSO + "ALORAIII 1. 5 + I•'5 PRE rt ,» 8.3 ~.O 0.021. SEJIlCOR .5 PRE 29.4 ~.7 10.0 0.0
22. AM EX 8?0 + SENCDR 1.5 + •HS pOI zs, 1 4.3 9.7 0.0
23. A"'IBEN 3.0 PRE ?7 .6 7.7 10.0 0.0
24. HAND WEED 29.2 10.0 10.0 0.0
:1
25. NO TREAT~FiIIT 15.3 0.0 7.0 0.0-----------_.- -- ------ --- ------ ---------------- -------_.- -------- - --- ----- ---- ---
i TE ST A\lED,AGE S 25.2 t.4 9.1 0.1)l.S.O. 1.05) 5. 9 2.2 1•1 0.0---------------------------------------------------------------------------------








-- WEED CrNTPOL RATING: 10 - cr"PL-TE ((INTROL
c - ~c CC~TROL
.-- CROP INJURY RATTNC,: IC - CowPLFTE KILL
o - NIJ I"!JURY
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Weed Control Research Plot Data
CHEMICAL WEED CONTROL IN SOYBEANS
...
1. Location: Rossville Cooperator: N. E. Humburg & L. S. Axthelm
2. Soil: Texture sandy loam pH 5.5 Organic Matter 1.0
3. Planting: Date 5/24/74 Rate 58 lbs/A Depth 3/4 - 1"
4. Crop Soybeans Variety Williams
5. Fertilizer Applied: N 15 P205 40 K20 25
6. Seedbed Condition: (X) Excellent ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ()
6/4 - T 6/5 - 0.04 6/6 - 1.766/7 - 0.76 6/9 - 0.98 6/11-0.52
5/10 - 0.55 5/11 - 0.04 5/14 - 1.10 5/17 - 1.41 5/24 - 0.28 5/26-0.20
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating 6/27/74; Weed Control Rating _-.:..7.!.../.::.2!..../7!....4,,-__
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, etc.) 4th to 5th trifoliate
13. Date Harvested _
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc.) Area in corn in 1973.
Weed stands uniform but light; only crabgrass stands were adequate for per-
cent-control ratings. Predominant weed species were pigweed, ivyleaf
morningglory, and climbing milkweed - the latter two escaping herbicidal
injury (except on Basagran-treated plots). Control of weeds was high in
that herbicide application rates generally were higher than recommended
for a 1% OM soil.
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc .) Rated
for foliar injury. The experiment being located on sandy soil of low OM
content resulted in soybean injury on many plots. Soybeans treated with
Sencor, combinations with Sencor and Bladex, and Vernam were damaged.
Sencor-induced damage was observed as loss of unifoliate leaves, chlorosis,
retarded development, reduced height and loss of stand; there was consider-
able row-to-row variation in degree of injury or kill due to differences
in planting depth. Injury from Vernam as of 6/27/74 was reduction of height
(leaflet distortion was more obvious one week earlier); recovery from
Vernam injury usually is excellent.
16. Summary: (Crop) Dryland study. Irregular emergence of soybeans resulted
in slight variation in plant height on most plots.












WHEN. Bil. --------------------- CROP.-'
APPLIED PER A. 6ROADlEAF GRASSY INJURY
1• TReFlAN + SE'iCORIPREI .75 + .5 PPJ 39.0 9.8 10.0 7.02. VF~'iAM 3.0 PPI 40.9 9.5 9.7 3.03. TOlRAN + BROM EX 1.0 + 1.5 PPI 44.2 ".3 9.3 0.34. C ORF X .5 PPI 45.7 9.6 8.8 1.a5. TREFlAN 1.a PPI 46.6 9.9 9.9 0.0
6. TREF lAN + BASGN.IEPI .75 + .75 PPI 46.9 9.8 9.6 0.07. T""ldA~ 1.0 PPI 47.0 9.0 9.9 0.38. TI'EFlAN + SENCOR .75 + .37 PPI 47.6 9.8 9.6 2.09. PlA'iAVIN 1.a PPI 48.3 9.6 9.9 0.3,, 10. lASSO + BlADoX 1.5 + 1.5 PRE 4.0 9.6 9.8 9.7j 11. SFNC OR .5 pqE 17.1 9.8 9.9 9.012. SURF l AN + SENCOR 1.0 + .375 PRE 30.5 9.8 10.0 8.0
I 13. H 22234 + SeNCOR 1.5 + .375 pqE 36.0 9.8 9.9 7.714. lAssn + ":.If)nw,~ 1.5 ? 1.5 PR E 43.1 9.7 7.3 0.3I
I 15. S'HE X + SU1UJR 3.0 + .375 PRE 43.6 9.8 9.5 5.7s 16. lASSO + SE NC nR 1.5 + .375 PRE 44.7 9.8 9.9 5.717. lASSO + lOROX 1.5 + 1.0 PR E 46.9 9.8 9.3 0.018. lA SSG 2.5 PRE 48.1 9.5 9.6 0.019. lASSO + BASGN.IEPl 2.5 + .75 PRE 49.7 9.6 9.3 0.0
20. lA SSO + Ml8RAN 1.5 + 1.5 PRE 50.3 9.1 6.3 0.021. SOYEX 4.5 PRE 55.3 9.3 8.0 0.3
22. AI~E X 820 + S"'iCI1R 1.5 + .375 PPI 44.5 9.2 9.3 3.0









1.0-----_._- ----- ---- --- --- -- --- ------ - ------ ------------- - ------- --- ----------------
* Wf1EN APPLlf:'D: PRF
PPI
fP





** WFFD cnNTROL RATING: 10 - COMPlETF CCNTROl
a - NO CONnOl
10 - COMPLFTE KIll
a - NO I'IJURY
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Weed Control Research Plot Data
1. Location: Manhattan, Kansas Cooperator: Oliver G. Russ
2. Soil: Texture Reading SL pH 6.5 organic Matter _--=2c:..::.5 __
3. Planting: Date 6/17/74 Rate 1 seed/4" Depth ....::.2~.~O~"__
4. Crop Grain Sorghum Variety __ .......;P~i=:0~n~e~e~r'--"-8~6'-74"'- _
5. Fertilizer Applied: N _.......;1=:8~ _ P _-"4,,,6 _ K_--=0'--_
6. Seedbed Condition: (X) Excellent () Fair () Poor ()
7. Replications __ -'3"- _ Plot Size __ =.10~f::.;t"_"x'--='3.:::0...=.f.:::t_
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre _.=2~0__ Carrier: (X) Water () Fert.
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated 6/17/74
Preemergent 6/17/74 Early Post 7/10/74
10. Precipitation after planting: 7/4 - .45" 7/25 - .88"
8/7 - .58" 8/25 - .88" 9/7 - .58"
9/9 - •38" 9/10 - .12" 9/13 - .0511
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating 7/8/74; Weed Control Rating _~7!.../2=c2=.,/~7,-=4,--
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, et c ,) _
13. Date Harvested _---'1~1~/~6~/.!..7.::!4~ _
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc.)
Plot area was overseeded with alfalfa seed screenings. Predominant
weed species present were pigweed, foxtail spp., crabgrass, lambs-
quarter and ragweed. Lack of precipitation following planting and
treating resulted in poor weed populations and weed control.
15. Sunnnary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, erc.)
All early post treatments caused slight leaf burn after application
but Igran plus Atrazine caused moderate leaf burn.
16. Summary: (Crop Yield)
Yields were below normal for Kansas due to the lack of precipitation






-- -- -------------- ----_._-------- - -- ---- -------- --- ---- ---- -- -- -- ---------- -- - - - - -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
L!~S. WEED rONTPOL PATlNG**
A. r • WHEN* RU. --------------------- CPOR***NO. TREATMFNT PFR I. APPLIED PER A. BROADLEAF GRASSY INJURY
---- ---------_._- --------- --- --- -------- -------------- ---- ------- --- ---------------
I• ITRAlINE 2.0 PRE 100.6 8.5 4.5 0.02. RA~RO[) 4.0 PRE 1C6. 5 5.0 5.8 0.23. BLAOfK • PROP All NE 1•()• 2.0 PRF 107.5 6.3 3.7 0.0I,• PROPAlINE 3.0 PRF 109.7 6.2 2.5 0.05. 8LAOEX • R I"IROD 1•a • 3.0 PRE 111.7 6.5 6.2 0.0
6. IGRAN 2.4 PRE 112.9 5.7 5.5 0.07. IGRAN • PROPAZINE 2.0 • .8 PRF 113.0 7.5 5. a 0.08. RA"IRfJD/ArRAl [NE 4.14 PRE 113.4 7.3 4.3 0.09. IGRAN • ATRAllNE 2.0 • .8 PRE 114.6 7.3 3.8 0.010. MO')0 W!II• R A"IR00 1.'>• 3.0 PRE 116•1 9.0 4.2 0.0
11• NO TReATMENT SO.O 0.0 0.0 0.0P. HAND WEeD 104.7 9.3 9.2 0.0
i
! 13- H 101 2.0 PRE 10 7.0 6.2 3.7 0.014. H 100 2.0 PRE 113.0 5.7 2.5 0.015. LOROX • RA"ROD 1•a • 3.0 PRE 120.6 7.7 6.3 0.0
Ie , 'i 100 2.0 EP 102.7 7.2 2.3 0.017• H 101 2.0 EP 109. 1 8.7 oJ .5 0.018. IGRAN • ATRAll!llE 2.0 • .8 EP 113.9 9.5 8.3 0.719. lILADEX • RA"IROO 1.0 • 3.0 EP 115.8 8.3 5.7 0.320. ATRAZI !liE 2.0 EP 116.7 7.2 2.5 0.0
ll. LAssn • ATRAZINE 2.0 • 1.2 EP 122.7 8.2 5.2 0.0
22. LASSO • PROTE C T 3.0 PRE 87.6 1.0 4.8 0.023. LA SSO • ATR. [PROT! 2.0 • 1.2 PRE 94.9 4.7 2.7 0.0







* WHEN APPL [ED: PRE
PPJ
EP
lCOMPLETE CnVERAGF AFTER PLANTINGI
(PREPLANT JNCOHPORATFDI
(EARLY PCST)
** WEED CCNTROL RATJ~G: 10 - CCMPLETE CCNTROL
o - r-:cCOr-:TROL
*** CROP INJURY RIT J~G: lC - C[)'IPLFTE KILL
C - Nr INJURY
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1. Location: Powhattan, Kansas Cooperator: R. F. Sloan
Weed Control Research Plot Data
2. Soil: Texture Silty clay loam pH 6.0 Organic Matter =2~.~8 __
3. Planting: Date _~6:L/~s/~7~4!.-_ Rate 1 seed every 4" Depth 1.5"
6. Seedbed Condition: (X) Excellent () Fair () Poor ()
4. Crop __ -"G:=r~a=i~n~S~o~rligh~um=_ Variety _~C~o-:co~p~S~G~-..:4~0~ _
5. Fertilizer Applied: N ~O~ __ P __ --=0 _ K __ ....:O~__
7. Replications 3 Plo t Size -=1:.::0_f=-t:.....:x"-=3:.::0~f.:.t_
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre __ =2~0 _ Carrier: (X) Water () Fert.
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated 6/5/74
Preemergent ~6""/..::5.!-/.:.7"'4_ Early Post .::.6/<..:2::l.!-/.:..74-'-_
10. Precipitation after planting: 6/6 - .65" 6/7 - .34"
6/9 - 2.85" 6/10 - .10" 6/11 - .05"
6/13 - .03" 7/3 - .99"
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating _ Weed Control Rating __ ....::..9/,-,1::,:6",,/..:.7..:::4__
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, etc.)
13. Date Harvested __ -=1:.1!.,;/8~/[..;7~4~ _
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc.)
Predominant weed species present were pigweed, velvetleaf, foxtail spp.,
and spurge.
15. Summary: (Crop injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.)
Three pounds of Lasso applied preemergent caused moderate sorghum injury.
16. Summary: (Crop Yield)







---- ---- ----_.- -------- --------- --------- - --- ------ --- -------- --- - --- --- ------ ----
LBS. WEED CnNTROL RATlNG**
A. I. WH"N* BU. --------------------- CRIJP***~ln. TRfAT'~ENT PER A. APPLIeD PER A. BROACLEAF GRASSY INJURY---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I • [GRAN 2.4 PRE 10.1 3.e 5.? 0.02. [GPA"I + PRnPAlINE 2.0 + .8 PRE 10.9 1.8 1.1 0.03. RAMPOO 4.0 PRE BO.5 8.8 9.7 0.04. "'OOOWN + R A"lRnO 1.5 + 3.0 PR E 81.1 7.1 9.3 0.0'i. IGRAN + ATRAllNE 2.e + .Q PRE 82.2 4.8 1.3 0.0
6. PROP AliNE 3.e PRE 82.3 7.P 6.8 0.07. ATRAZINF 2.0 PRE 8?0 9.0 8.2 0.08. RAMROO/ATRAZ INE 4.14 PRE P4. 1 8.7 9.3 0.09. eLAflEx + PROPAlINE 1.0 + 2.0 PRE 86. I 8.1 1.8 0.010. RLAOEX + RA"lRrJ!J I.a + 3.0 PRE 87.4 7.8 9.0 0.0
II. NO TREATMO"H 59.6 0.0 6.2 0.012. HAND WEED P2.2 9.8 10.0 0.0
13. LOR1X + RAMROD 1.0 + 3.0 PRE 81). I 8.2 9.3 0.214. LASSO 3.0 PRE 82.5 9.3 9.7 1.215. H lOa 2.0 PRE 85.6 9.3 8.5 0.0
16. IGRAN + ATRAZ INE 2.0 + .8 FP 78.2 6.2 5.:i 0.017. ATRAZINF 2.0 EP 81.6 8.3 7.8 0.018. H lOa 2.0 EP 83.5 9.3 1.5 0.019. BLAflEX + RA"lROO 1.0 + ~.o EP 8~. 5 9.1 9.5 0.020. H 101 2.0 FP 86.1 9.2 8.2 0.2
21. LASSO + ATRAZ PlE 2.0 + 1.2 EP 86.3 9.8 9.0 0.0
22. LASSO + ATR.IPROTI 2.0 + 1.2 PRE 83.9 9.0 9.7 o. ar3. LASSO + PROT ECT 3.0 PRE 80.8 8.8 9.8 0.0
24. LA SSO + PRf1TfCT 3.a PPI 90.5 7.7 9.5 0.025. LASSO + ATR. (PR0 T I 2.0 + 1.2 PPI 14.2 9.'i 9.8 0.8---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TFST AVFRAGES
l.S.'l. «.05'
E I • 6
t~S
0.1
0.3 '---- ------ ------- ------ ---- --- -------- --- -------------- --- ------- - ---- -- -- --------
* WHFN APPLTED: PPf,
PPI
EP
(CO~PLETE COVEPAGE AFTE_ PLANTINGI
(PREPLANT INCOPPDPATEO)
(OPLY peST)
*~ ~FEO CONTRnL R~TING: 10 - CC~PLETE CCNTROL
a - NO cmiTROL
**~ C.Op INJURY RATING: 10 - CCMPLFTE KILL
c - NO INJLRY
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1. Location: Ottawa, Kansas Cooperater: Charles Knight
Weed Control Research Plot Data
2• Soil: Tex tur e _-'S"'i::.:c"'l=---_ pu'-- Organic Matter _
3. Planting: Date _..::c6~/.!:.2=1!-/7c.:4'__Rate 4.511/A Depth __ -=1"'.'-'0'--_
4. Crop Grain Sorghum Variety __ D~e:;Ka=1~b~C::..-.24::.2Y_"__
5. Fertilizer Applied: N _~l~O::.:O=---_P_---- K _
6. Seedbed Condition: (X) Excellent ( ) Fair () Poor ()
7. Replications -=3'-- _ Plot Size __ -=1::0~f~t~x~50~f::..t=-_
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre 20 Carrier: (X) Water ( ) Fert.
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated 6/21/74
Preemergent 6/24/74 Early Post 7/16/74
10. Precipitation after planting: 7/3 - .28" 8/6 - 1.40"
8/8 - .23" 8/14 - .09" 8/15 - .20"
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating 8/8/74; Weed Control Rating 11/21/74
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, etc.)
13. Date Harvested .::1::.2!-/.::.91.../'-.74::...... _
14. Summary: (Weed Control predominant species, etc.)
All plots were overseeded with alfalfa screenings at planting time,
but due to dry weather, weeds did not appear until late August.
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.)
There was a 20-30 percent stand reduction on all plots in which the
seeds were treated with Protect.
16. Summary: (Crop Yield)
Crop yields were low due to dry weather, but weeds did not provide












WHEN* BU. -------------------- CRDP***
APPLIED PER A. BRrJADlEAF GRASSY INJURY
----- ---------,--- --- -- --- ------ --------- - ----- ---- ---- ------------- - -- --- ---- ----
I• IGRAN + ATRAIINF 2.0 • .8 PRE 33.2 5.C 7.0 0.02. pAMR'lD/ATR az INE 4.14 pRF 44.2 5.7 9.0 0.0
·3. !GRAN • PROPA llN F 2.0 • .8 PRE 45.0 9.0 9.0 0.04. RAMROD 4.0 PRE 4H.O 1.0 9.0 0.0
5. IGRAN 2.4 pRF 52. a 7.3 7.0 0.0
6. pROpAIINE 3.0 PRE 52.5 9.7 8.0 0.07. ~lADf.X + RAMROD I. C + 3.0 PRE 53.9 4.1 9.0 0.08. BlAIlEX + PRQpA II N E I. a + 2.0 PRE 54.2 9.3 9.0 0.09. ATRAlINE 2.0 pR E 55.5 A.7 9.1 0.010. MOOOWN + RAMROD 1.5 + 3. a pp E 58.7 5.0 7.0 0.0
I I. HAND WEFO 43.0 8.0 9.0 0.012. NO TREATMENT 48.4 1.0 3.0 0.0
13. H Ina 2.0 PRE 46.0 9.0 6.3 0.014. H 101 2.a PRF 49. I 9.3 9.3 J.O15. LnR IJX + RAMR[JO 1.0 • 3.0 pR E 4g.4 4.0 5.3 0.0
16. AT RA lINE 2.0 EP 36.5 8.0 9.7 0.017. IGRAN + ATRAIINE 2.0 • .8 EP 3g.6 8.0 9.3 0.018. RlADEX + RAMRno 1.0 + 3.0 FP 43.6 7.0 9.0 0.019. LASSO + ATRAlINE 2.0 • 1.2 EP 46.5 A.7 9.1 0.020. H 100 2.0 FeP 48.7 8.7 9.3 0.0
21. H 101 2.0 Fp 51.5 'l.0 'l.7 0.0
n. lASSIJ + PROTECT 3. a PRE 32.7 2.3 7.0 0.0B. lASSO + ATR.IPRor, 2.0 + 1.2 PR E 3'l.3 7.3 8.0 0.0
24. lA SSO • PROTECT 3.a 1'1'1 38.6 1.7 3.0 0.025. lAssn + ATR. (PROT I 2.0 + 1.2 PI'[ 37.1 4.7 5.7 0.0---------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------
TEST AVER AGES 45.'l 10.5 7.g 0.0
i ,«,», 1.051 NS ;'>.8 2.4 0.0------ -- -----_._-- --- -- --- --- -----'---- -- - - --- -- --- ----,- ---,----,- -------- ------ --- --
* WfiFN APpLiE/): pRr IC(~PlETE COVERAGE AFTER PlANTl'lG JpP! (PREplANT INCOOpORATEO)Ep (EhRLY POST I
** WEED CONTROL RATING: 10 - COMPl ETf CCNTROL
C - NO CON TROl
*** CPOI' [NJURY pATING: I C - CCi~plFTc qlL




Weed Control Research Plot Data
1. Location: Belleville Cooperator: R. J. Raney
2. Soil: Texture Silt loam pH 7.1 Organic Matter 1.8
3. Planting: Date 6-3-74 Rate 5" spacing Depth 1"
4. Crop Grain Sorghum Variety Pioneer 8311
5. Fertilizer Applied: N 66 P 20 K 6
6. Seedbed Condition: (X) Excellent ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ( )
7. Replications 3 Plot Size 10' x 30'
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre 20 Carrier: (X) Water ( ) Fert.
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated
Aug. - 3.40 Sept. - 0.37 Oct. - 1.76
Preemergen t ...;6~-_3~-_7!..:4"__ Early Post 6~-_"2:.::0:...-_"7..::4:...__
10. Precipitation after planting: June - 2.27 July - 0.23
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating _ Weed Control Rating _~9-~1~8~-~7~4_
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, et c ,) Frost 9-2; 10-15
13. Date Harvested _
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc.)
Pigweed, kochia, foxtail, crabgrass




on plots 120-121-220-221-320-321. Replanted but stands
Evidently leaving off the PROTECT resulted in Lasso













WHEN* BU. --------------------- CROP***
APPLIED PER A. BROAOLEAE GRASSY INJURY---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1. ~roowN + UMROO 1.5 + 3.0 PR I' 26.8 7.3 6.0 0.02. BLAOEX + RAMROD 1.0 + 3.0 PRE 34.7 9.0 8.0 0.03. RAMROD 4.0 PRE 35.a B.l 6.7 0.04. PROPAZINE 3.0 PRE 43.1 9.0 5.3 0.05. BLADEX + PROPAZINE 1.0 + 2.0 PRE 43.4 8.7 8.7 0.0
6. ATRAllNE 2.0 PRE 45.3 8.1 6.3 0.01. RA~ROOfATRAlINE 4.14 PRE 48.5 8.7 6.3 0.08. rGRAN + PROPUINE 2.0 + .8 PRE 51.3 Q • .3 8.3 0.09. IGRAN 2.4 PRE 52.4 9.7 8.3 0.010. lGRAN + ATRAllNE 2.0 + .8 PRE 51.3 8.1 8.7 0.0
11. NO TREATMFNT 25.7 5.7 7.0 0.012. HAND WEED 31.3 7.3 8.7 0.0
13. H 100 2.0 PRE 46.0 7.1 6.0 0.014. LOROX + RAMROD 1.0 + 3.0 PRE 61.4 9.3 8.7 0.0
15. H 100 2.0 EP 20.2 6.3 5.3 0.016. rGRAN + ATRAllNE 2.0 + .8 EP 21.4 7.3 7.0 0.011. BLADEX + RA~ROD 1.0 + 3.0 EP 44.7 6.7 5.1 0.018. ArRAZlNE 2.C EP 44.9 9.0 5.1 0.019. LASSO + ATRAll NE 2.0 + 1.2 EP 48.6 9.0 6.0 o. a
20. LASSO 3.0 PRE 1.2 5.0 4 • .3 0.021. LASSO + ArRAZI NF 2.0 + 1.2 PRE 14.8 8.0 4.3 0.0-----_._--------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST AVERAGES
L.S.D. 1.05' B.ONS 6.13.1
0.0
0.0------------ --- -'-_._-- ---- -- --- ------ ---------- ------- ------------------ ----- -----
* WHEN APPLI ED: PRE
FP
ICO~PLETE COVERAGE AFTER PLANTING'
IFA~LY POSTl
** WEEn CCNTROL RATING: Ie - CC~PLETE CCNTRCL
o - NO CONTROL
*** CROP I~JURY RATING: 10 - CC"PLETE KILL
o - NO INJURY
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Location: Belleville, Kansas Cooperator: .::R~.-"J:..:.-...::Ra~n:.eyl_
1.8Organic MatterpH 7 .1Soil: Texture Sil t loam
1"5-30-74 Rate 5" spacing Depth
Variety DeKalb F-62
N 66 P 20 K _-=-6 _





Plot Size __ --=1~0~'--"'x'__"3:!.0_' _Replica tions 3
Gallons of Spray per Acre _=-2:!..0__ (X) Water () Fe r t .













Date of Crop Injury Rating Weed Control Rating 9-18-74
Crop Maturity (Silking, 50%headed, etc.) Frost 9-2 and 10-15
Date Harvested __ -=1=1_-~5_-:...724__ . _
Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc.)
Pigweed, kochia, foxtail, crabgrass
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.)
16. Summary: (Crop Yield)
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KA~SAS STATE UNIVERSITY
AGRO"lOMY CER AR T"'ENT
HER~rcrr.E PEREORMANCE
CRA'''I SORGHUM 1974
BELLEVILLE---- ----- ----- -- .---- -- --- -..•--- •.•---- -- -----_ .•.•----- ------ ---- --.---- --- ---.-- --
------------- -------- --.---- ------ --_._------------ ------- -------- --- ------- -. -.--
LAS. WFED CO~HQL RATI"IG**
A. I • WHFN* BU. --------------------- CROP***NO. TREATMENT PER A. APPLIED P FR A. BROAOLFAF GRASSY IN J UR Y-----------------------------------------------------------------~---------------
I • IGRAN + PROPAll"l£ 2.0 • .R PRE 43.9 8.0 8.0 0.02. MODOWN • RAMROD 1.5 + 3.0 PRe 44.7 5.0 8.3 0.03. IGRAN + ATRAlINE 2.0 • .8 PR e 44.8 8.3 8.7 0.04. IGRAN 2.4 PRe 45.4 4.0 7.a 0.05. BlADEX + RAMROD I.a + 3.a PRE 46.0 7. ~ '1.3 0.0
6. RAllRDO 4.e PRE 48.7 5.0 8.7 e.o7. ATPAllNE 2. a PRE 49.7 10.0 8.7 0.08. RAllROO/ATRAllNE 4.14 PR E 50.6 9.7 9.7 o. a9. fllAOEX + PROPAII NE 1.0 + 2.0 PRE 51.9 9.7 9.3 0.010. PROPAllNE 3.0 PRE 59. I 9.3 6.7 0.0
II• NO TREAThlENT 13.2 0.0 3.7 0.012. HAND WHD 5(,.2 10. a 10.0 0.0
13. H 100 2.0 PRE 49.3 10.0 '1.7 0.014. lOROX + RAMROD 1.a + 3.0 PR E 52.7 6.7 '1.0 0.0
15. H 100 2.a EP 40.3 7.3 3.7 0.016. LASSO + ATRAZINE 2.0 + 1.2 EP 41• .3 7.0 4.7 0.017. ATRAIINE 2.e EP 44. I 6.0 5.7 0.018. SlADEX + RAMROD I.a + 3.0 EP 48.8 8.7 6.0 0.019. IGRA"l + ATRAIINE 2.0 • .8 EP 48.9 6.7 7.7 0.0
20. lASSO + ATRd PROTl 2.e + 1.2 PRE 41.0 9.7 10.0 0.021. LASSO + PROHCT 3.0 PRE 44.4 9.3 8.7 0.0
22. LASSO + PROTECT 3.0 PPI H.b R.O 10.0 0.0B. LASS!) + ATR. I pp r T I 2.0 • 1.2 PPI 35.4 8. 7 9.3 0.0.._----------------------------------------------------------_._-----------------
TE ST AVERAGFS 45.C 7.6 7.9 0.0l.S.O. I •051 14.9 1.7 2.3 0.0------------ ------ ------ ----------- --- ------ ------- --------------- --- ---- ------
* WHEN APPlIFf1: PRE
PPI
EP
Icr~PLFTE CCVERAGE AFTER PLA~TI~G'
(PR EPlANT INCORPORA TEOI
(EARLY PCST I
** WEED ceNTROl RATING: 10 - CO~PlETE ceNTROl
o - NO CONTPnL
*** CROP INJURY RATING: 10 - CCMPLFTE KILL
o - NO INJURY
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1. Location: Hutchinson, Kansas Cooperator: W. A. Moore
Weed Control Research Plot Data
2. Soil: Texture Clark-Os t Cl pH _~6~.c=2=---- Organic Matter __ 2::..:.:.l~_
3. Planting: Date 6/14/74 Rate 3.0 lb/A
Depth,-_~1,-,.~5~" _
5. Fertilizer Applied: N 0=-__ P__ ~O_-- K _--=0__
4. Crop __ ~G:=r~a:=i~n~So~r~g:;;h~um=--Variety P~io~n~e;:;e~r:.....:::8:::4:::4=2_
6. Seedbed Condition: (X) Excellent () Fair () Poor () ----
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre _~2~0~_ Carrier: (X) Water () Ear t ,
7. Replications ..;3"-- _ Plot Size __ =.1~0..;f~t:....::x~3:::.0_=_f_"t_
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated ----------
Preemergent __ ~6~/=1:::4L/7~4~__ Early Post ---!..7L/9::..;/'-'7:..:4:.- _
10. Precipitation after planting: 6/13 - .31" __ ---!..t.='-----!..='----7/25 - .17"
7/30 - .04"
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating .; Weed Control Rating _
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, etc , ) _
13. Date Harvested __ ~1~1~/=2~6/L7~4~ _
14. Summary: (WeedControl - predominant species, etc.)
Lack of precipitation following planting and treating resulted in
poor weed populations. No control ratings were recorded.
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc .)
16. Summary: (Crop Yield)







-- -- ---- ------ -- ---- ----- ---------- ------ ----,- --- --_.- - ------- --- ------- ------ ----
--_._------------ ---- -- ------ ------ --- --- ------- --- --- ------------ ----- -- --- ------
LBS. WEED CONTROL RATING**
A. I • WHE~* AU. --------------------- cPOp***NO. TREA T''!FNT PC R A. APPLI ED PFR A. BROADLEAF GRASSY INJ UP Y---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1• IGRAN + ATRAlINE 2.C + .8 PRE 63.1 O.C C.O C.O2. IGRAN + PROPAlINF 2.0 + .8 PRE 66.5 0.0 0.0 0.03. RAMROD 4.0 PRE 66.5 0.0 0.0 0.04. ATRAl I~E 2.0 PRE 67.2 0.0 0.0 0.05. RAMROD/ATRAlT"E 4. L4 PRE 68. 1 O.C 0.0 0.0•6. MODOWN + RAMROD 1.5 + 3.0 PRE 70.5 0.0 0.0 0.07. IGRAN 2.4 PR E 70.9 0.0 0.0 0.08. IlLADEX + RA"ROD 1.a + 3.0 PRE 72.6 0.0 0.0 0.09. PROPAlINE 3.a PRE 73.3 0.0 0.0 0.010. 8LADEX + PROPAZlNE 1.0 + 2.0 P9 E 74. C 0.0 0.0 0.0
11. NO TREAT"FNT 70.9 0.0 0.0 0.012. HAND WEED 75.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
~
13. H 100 7.C PRE 69. 8 0.0 0.0 0.014. H 101 2.0 PRE 70.5 0.0 0.0 0.0L5. LORI1X + RAMRi1rJ 1•0 + 3.0 PRE 71.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
L6. IGRAN + ATRAIINE 2.0 + .8 EP 68.6 0.0 0.0 0.017. H 101 2. a FP 70.9 0.0 . 0.0 0.018. LASSO + ATPAl r"E 2.0 + 1.7 EP 72.4 0.0 0.0 0.019. BLADE X • RAMROD 1.0 + 3.0 EP 73.6 0.0 0.0 0.020. ATRAlINE 2.0 EP 74.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
21. H 100 2.0 EP 77.4 0.0 C.O C.O
12. LASSO • PRCT ECT 3.0 PRE 60.7 0.0 0.0 0.0B. LA SSO + ATP. (PROTI 2.0 • 1.2 PRE H.B 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Weed Control Research Plot Data
1. Location: Southwest Kansas Exp t , Field Cooperator: D. Bonne(Surface
2. Soil: Texture Harney Silt Loam pH 6.8 6") Org. Mat. 2%
3. Planting: Date 17 June Rate 30" - 12" Depth 2"
4. Crop Grain Sorghum Variety Asgrow Dorado M
5. Fertilizer Applied: N 4511 P K Dry sur-
6. Seedbed Condition: ()Excellent (X) Fair ( ) Poor ( ) face 2"
7. Replications 3 Plot Size 10' x 30" x 2 rows
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre 20 Carrier: (X) Water ( ) Fert.
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated
Preemergent 17 June Early Post 15 July
10. Precipitation after planting: June 1 - 0.05 June 3 - 0.15
June 4 - 0.56 June 6 - 1.48 June 8 - 0.92
July 23 - 0.62 July 24 - 0.26 July 25 - 0.60
11. Date of Crop Injury Rating Weed Control Rating
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, etc.)
13. Da te Harves ted __ N~0~v:'..e~m~b~e;:;r=-...;1=:6~,-,1~8:"'c .:l .:9:J'c....:l:.:9~7-=4,---_
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, etc.)
Very few grasses in this year's test; accurate evaluation for grass
control is thereby nullified. Amaranthus sp. were the main problem
weeds with some Russian thistle. High temperature and low spring
moisture contributed to poor stands making herbicide stand reduc-
tion evaluation a guess at best. Preemergent herbicides were not
activated soon enough to give good weed control.
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.)
Some root damage noted with dacamine; no other injury noted.
Stand problems due to low surface moisture at planting.















D f~ s ,
wFrr rCUPCL RAT l'IG'.
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 '!,J IJR Y
I • RA~R[)D • 2,4-0 IEP I 4.0 • A •., PRf 4 t.) • 1 7.1 lC.O c.ol. [GRAN • ATPAl'·~E 1.6 • 0.4 PRE I)().~ 9.0 IO.n o .03. PROPAllNE ?O PRF ')i ,4 7.0 1 rJ • ;) c.o4. (GRAN • 13529 2.0 • 1.0 PRr: 55.5 1.0 ". I D.O~.RA~ROD • ATRAllNE 3.4'> P;:>E 'i 7. 0 6.7 I 11. o o.r-
6. rGRAN • PRlJPAlI~F 1.6 • 0.4 f>QE 57.5 7.0 q., 0.07. [GRAN l.O PRr 61.? ". 7 1 ,). n 0.08. R A~R 110 4.0 PPf 66,3 '3.7 10.0 c.o
9. BRCMINAL • 2, 4-(1 C.5 • r.5 f. P 4'+. 1 R.n 10.0 0.010. CACA~[NF O. J3 FP '>0.8 7.0 10.0 J.nll. RAN VEL e.25 EP 51.3 5. 7 9.7 l1 • ()[2. ATPAllNE 2.0 EP 54.4 8.3 1J. 0 0.013. LA SSG • FOX 4 2.0 • 1.0 FP S6. ') 9.7 10.0 0.0
14. ATRAZINE • IAGR[ 01 II 1.5 • 10 T CP 73. I 7.3 lC.O 0.015. LA ssn • ALAOEX l.O • J • I) fP 71+.6 5.7 10.('1 0.016. LAS SO • ATRAlINE 2.e • 1 • C FP 85. 'j f..7 11. o 0.0
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2. Soil: Texture Pratt - Carwile pH 6.3 Organic Matter 0.7
Weed Control Research Plot Data
1. Location: St. John, Kansas
3. Planting: Date 5/31/74 Rate 80,000/ A Depth 1.5
Cooperator: M. Lundquist and G. TenEyck
4. Crop Grain Sorghum Variety DeKalb E59
5. Fertilizer Applied: N 80 p 46 K o
6. Seedbed Condi tion: (X) Excellent () Fai r () Poor ( )
7. Replications 3 Plot Size 10 ft. x 30 ft.
8. Gallons of Spray per Acre 20 Carrier: (X) Water () Fert .
9. Date Herbicide Applied: Preplant Incorporated
Preemergent 5/31/74 Early Post




11. Date of Crop Injury Rating Weed Control Rating 10/31/7 4
12. Crop Maturity (Silking, 50% headed, etc.)
13. Date Harvested 11/1/74
14. Summary: (Weed Control - predominant species, et c .}
Predominant weed species present were crabgrass and pigweed.
15. Summary: (Crop Injury - stand reduction, stunting, chlorosis, etc.)
Bladex treatments caused early injury resulting in stand reduction and
J
I
a decrease in yield.
16. Summary: (Crop Yield)









LR S. WEED CONTROL RATING**
A. I. WHEN* BU. --------------------- CROP •• '".
NO. TREA TMENT PER A. APPLIED PER A. BROAlJLElE GRASSY INJ1)PY
----_._--------------------------------------------------------------------------
1• IGRAN + HLAOEX 10/0 1.6 + .4 PRE 87.7 4.0 3.0 0.0
2. IGRAN 10/0 2.0 PRE 101.0 7.7 4.5 0.0
3. IGRAN + BLADE X 10/1 1.6 + .4 PRE 10I.4 5.7 7.7 0.0
4. IGRAN + PROPAllNE 10110 2.0 + .4 PRE 10 1.7 7.0 3.5 0.0
5. IGRAN + ATRAlINE 101/0 2.0 + .4 PRE 104.3 B. a 6.5 0.0
6. IGRAN lOll 2.0 PRE 106./l 8.7 8.7 0.0
7. IGRAN + BLAOEX 101/0 2.0 + .4 PRE IOB.4 5.5 5.0 0.0
8. IGRAN + BLADEX 10/2 2.0 + .4 PRE 106.6 8.2 9.2 0.0
9. IGRAN + ITRAllNE W/l 2.0 + .4 PRE 109.3 8.7 9.0 0.0
10. IGRAN + 13529 lOla 2.0 + 1.0 PRE 110.9 7.7 6.0 0.0
11. IGRAN + 13529 10/2 2.0 + 1.0 PRE 112.2 10.0 9.7 0.0
12. IGRAN W/2 2.0 PRE 112.7 9.2 q.o n.o
13. Ir,RAN + BL ADE X 10/2 1.6 + .4 PRE 114.1 8.2 8.2 0.0
14. IGRAN + BLAD EX \Ill 2.0 + .4 PRE 114.6 9.0 9.7 0.0
15. IGRAN + PROPAlINE ,,12 2.0 + .4 PRE 116.5 9.2 8.2 0.0
16. U;RAN + 13529 \Ill 2.0 + 1.0 PRE 116.5 9.5 8.5 0.0
17. [GRAN + PROPAllNE W/I 2.0 + .4 PRE 118.5 9.5 q.5 0.0
18. IGRAN + AlRAllNE YI!2 2.0 + .4 PRE 120.7 9.8 9.7 0.0
19. HAND WEED ~/'1 110.1 9.0 8.5 0.0
20. HAND WEED WIl 110.6 9.5 B.7 0.0
21. HANO WEED 10/2 108.8 10. a 9.7 0.0
22. "I') TREATMENT WID 39.0 2.3 1.5 0.0
23. NO TREATMENT \Ill 40.1 4.3 2.0 0.0
24. Nfl TRE ATMENT ~/2 67.3 4.0 2.0 0.0
---- -_._------_._--------- ------ --------------- ---- ---- ------- ---- ----- ----- -- ----










* WHEN APPLIED: PRE (COMPLETE COVERAGE AfTER PLANTING)
** \lEED ceNTROL RATING: 10 - COMPLETE CONTROL
o - NO CO'JTROL
*** CROP INJURY PATING: 10 - COMPLETE KILL
o - NO INJURY
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